
1. Introduktion 

Data dissemination is broad area of research and ap-
plication. Dissemination of statistical data targeting
web-based audience is one of essential task of statisti-
cal organisations. The statistical websites should pres-
ent vast variety of collected and analyzed data. New
developing tools and new knowledge about dissemi-
nation offers new possibilities for statistical organisa-
tions to create more sophisticated websites with large
data sets. This poses a significant challenge to statisti-
cal organisations to provide suitable format to the
users and also ensure accuracy, timeliness, and relia-
bility of data and especially metadata. 

As the way in which websites are designed can either
improve or impede users to look up for information
on Internet, great attention has to be paid to the web-
site design to facilitate the access to data. A website
with an easy to use and comprehensible navigation is
required. This paper points out metadata on the one
hand in relation with giving context and increasing
meaning of presented data and on the other hand in
relation with navigation and search on statistical web-
sites. The purpose of tables and graphs is to show im-
portant information effectively. This paper briefly dis-
cusses the appropriate design of websites as well as de-
sign of tables and graphs to support better legibility of
information presented on these websites.

The websites have to satisfy the requirements of users
and to attract them to repeatedly visit websites and to

apply the content of the website for their needs. The
purpose of websites analysed in this paper is to en-
hance knowledge of home and foreign general and
professional public about some statistical information
concerning the Slovak Republic. 

The theoretical aspects and practical solutions of statis-
tical websites are discussed in this paper. First, com-
mon aspects for the website design are mentioned and
then these aspects and experiences with the web design
are discussed on examples of the MO[/MIS (Urban
and Municipal Statistical Project and Information
System of the Slovak Republic), Urban Audit and
Population and Housing Censuses in Slovakia
(Censuses) websites. Each of these projects has its own
requirements, goals and user groups as well as com-
mon design elements which are highlighted.

2. Metadata

Data are raw representation of facts; the metadata are
necessary to supply the context for the data to be us-
able. IAIDQ‘s definition of data is as follows: Data:
(1) Symbols, numbers, or other representation of
facts; (2) the raw material from which information is
produced when it is put in a context that gives it mean-
ing Ê13Ë. Information is data in context. IAIDQ’s defi-
nition of information: Information: (1) Data in con-
text, i.e., the meaning given to data or the interpreta-
tion of data based on its context; (2) the finished prod-
uct as a result of processing, presentation and inter-
pretation of data Ê13Ë. Thereby, information is data
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plus description given by metadata. They enable bet-
ter understanding meaning of data (in statistics data
are mostly figures). Metadata describe who, when,
how, where, in which unit… collected data and these
metadata are very useful for end users. According to
these definitions the following equation is correct:
Information = Data + Metadata. 

Data are raw facts. Information takes into account the
context of data. Without any context the figure is just
a number, and a number by itself has no meaning as-
sociated with it. If there is an error in the data value
the error can be found and corrected only by means of
an adequate context. The essence of metadata is re-
ducing or eliminating the communication barrier be-
tween the human and the presentation unit (in this
web pages case), so that the data obtained from web
pages are in general clear and can facilitate actions
based on these data. 

The metadata quality is more important than the data
quality. It is absolutely necessary that the description
of the data is up-to-date, accurate, accessible, com-
plete, and consistent. Shortly, the metadata have to be
of such high quality and so appropriately presented
that users can rely on them. If any metadata compo-
nent does not meet user’s quality expectations, then
the user will deem the metadata and data to be unus-
able. If an error occurs in data, it can be relatively eas-
ily found with the help of reliable metadata and cor-
rected as long as the error in data is not essential.

Metadata mentioned above are descriptive metadata
and they are strongly content oriented. Their aim is to
ensure a correct interpretation of presented data on
the website and to avoid misuse. Metadata assisting
search and navigation give general view of the statisti-
cal website and help users to understand the general
website structure. Metadata for searching and naviga-
tion are also interconnected with descriptive metada-
ta to enable navigation across three-dimensions in this
case: indicator, territorial unit and period. Such navi-
gation helps users to obtain adequate data more effi-
ciently. The good navigation structure can attract oc-
casional users or users with limited statistical knowl-
edge to use the websites and allow professional users
to save labour and time.

3. Website design

Besides the sufficient amount of the relevant metada-
ta and data, the form of metadata and especially data
presentation is very important too. The intent is to
point out the most important data. The user’s preat-

tentive process is an extremely fast process. If the de-
signer wants a particular set of objects to be seen as
belonging together, then he/she should design them
differently from the surrounding information. This vi-
sual information is moved into the user’s short-term-
memory. In this context the most important fact con-
cerning the short-term-memory is that readers of
graphs or tables can only hold a few chunks of infor-
mation at any time. It means that in tables and graphs
the relevant legend information should be kept as
close as possible to the data and to have adequate sup-
porting information. Only well designed tables and
graphs are usually stored in the user's long-term-mem-
ory.  Some tables and graphs from the websites
analysed in this paper are shown in this chapter. It is
more useful if data are in several smaller tables than in
big one. When such separation is not possible, is bet-
ter to put data into logical parts in the same table to
point out differences and common chunks of data.
“The numbers have an important story to tell and it is
up to us to help them tell it.”Ê2Ë.

In this case study three above mentioned websites are
considered. At the beginning of deeper analyses goals
and purposes of each website are mentioned. The en-
vironment for data is the same for all websites. Data
are situated in a cube of three dimensions (axes): ter-
ritorial units, indicators and periods. These dimen-
sions are basis for navigation on web sites to retrieve
an appropriate data. Common design elements are
highlighted bellow.

Statistics about users’ behaviour shows that: 34% of
users selects the search engine, 23% chooses the menu
list (the toolbar, tree structure), 10% goes to or looks
at key figures and 4% goes to or looks at marketing
part of the page (relevant statistical publications for
example) and none looks at the institution or of proj-
ect logo. In above mentioned survey on Statistics
Denmark websites log files and Eye tracking method
were used. Eye tracking method uses special designed
cameras to catch movement of user eyes during
browsing web pages. Log files were analysed to trace
how users attain statistical web pages. This data min-
ing shows that users attain a web page by different
ways. Users mostly come “out of the blue”. The second
way is searching by the search engine, then follow di-
rect links and links from other statistical pages. This
survey also has shown that Google is the most impor-
tant searching engine. All of examined parts except
the marketing one can be find on MOÊ/MIS webpage
shown in Figure 1. Detailed description of this web
page is in the next section. 
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3.1 MO[/MIS

The purpose of this presentation is to enhance aware-
ness of home and foreign community about basic indi-
cators concerning all Slovak municipalities and whole
territorial structure of the Slovak Republic. The goals
are following: to simplify the access to basic data con-
cerning municipalities, to enable the presentation of
whole structure of monitored indicators for all periods
of their monitoring and to make available the contact

for ordering further data. This website presents data
only for the last year approved by the Statistical Office.

The website fully meets the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) standards (HTML 4.01 Transitional
and CSS) and the regulation of the Ministry of Finances
of the Slovak Republic Nr. MF/013261/2008-132 on the
way of design of information systems and websites for
public administration (national regulation). 

Figure 1: Key figures and navigation to municipalities – MO[/MIS
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The navigation tree of territorial units is in fact metada-
ta describing the whole territorial structure of country
and assisting in navigation. The territorial units naviga-
tion tree has been done according to the Nomenclature
des Unités Territoriales Statistiques (NUTS) structure.
The map presents the navigation through the fourth
NUTS level. Six key figures (data) and list of municipal-
ities are presented for the selected district.

There are three ways for reaching municipalities. First
two ways are done by metadata. The first one is fast se-
lecting the district (NUTS 4) by the aid of the map

shown in Figure 1 and choosing the particular munici-
pality from the list of municipalities belonging to the se-
lected district. The second method consists in naviga-
tion across the hierarchical tree from NUTS 1 to NUTS
4 shown on the left side in Figure 1 and 2.  These two
navigation methods enable to preview the municipality
position in the map and get some statistical key figures
for the selected district, region, group of regions and
country. Finally, the user can attain the requested mu-
nicipality directly through the search engine. In a final
step indicators for selected municipality divided into
domains are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Selected domain of indicators and municipality – MO[/MIS

Figure 2 contains also metadata but the main stress in
on data. Two tables in the middle of page contain rows
and fill colours are used here for better information leg-
ibility. This is an example of how fill colours in alternat-
ing rows can be used to aid scanning across rows and
point out that the importance is on the row not on the
single value. Properly designed fill colours are for scan-
ning across rows less distracting to the eye than grids. If
user wants to know more about an indicator, the tooltip

with full methodical notes concerning an indicator ap-
pear by pointing on an indicator or on his value.

In the MO[/MIS website the descriptive metadata are
used as a navigation tool too. Users can very easy obtain
indicators from all domains by one click. The user also
can very easy obtain the desired district, region and group
of region for the analysed municipality. It is very useful
that user can by one click on the tree of territorial units



obtain a totally different district with its municipalities.
The territorial unit tree always shows user’s position in
the whole NUTS structure of the Slovak Republic.

3.2 Urban Audit

The purpose of the Urban Audit Website is to present
all indicators concerning eight selected towns and their
subcities in the Slovak Republic in years 2001 and 2004.
The website was realised in frame of the European
Urban Audit project. All indicators are same for both
years which allow compact presentation of surveys.

The eight selected towns are shown in tree on left side of
screen in Figure 3. All indicators for selected towns (C -
city), one level above or districts (L – large) and parts of
town (S – sub-city) are presented. The navigation struc-
ture is the same as on the MOÊ/MIS website but only for
selected districts, cities and sub-cities participated in this

European project. The user can obtain data for all sup-
ported territories by its selection from the tree. Here are
significantly more indicators (338) in comparison with the
MO[/MIS, where are presented 140 indicators. Indicators
are divided into domains and sub-domains, which are ac-
cessible via the drop-down menu. After clicking on a sub-
domain, user can see all indicators and their values. The
table is of the same type as in Figure 2 but with a larger
number of rows and also fill colours are here used for bet-
ter legibility. In this website fill colours in alternating rows
are more accentuated than the previous one because there
are significantly more rows in each table. 

The UrbanAudit website is similar to the MOÊ/MIS
website and also meets the W3C standards and the
mentioned national regulation. When users become
familiar with one of these websites they will be able to
use easily the other one. 

Figure 3: Selected sub-domain of indicators for selected city – Urban Audit
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3.3. Censuses

The purpose of this project is to enhance the knowl-
edge of domestic and foreign general audience and pro-
fessionals about population and housing censuses re-
alised in the area of Slovakia during almost one centu-
ry. The population and housing censuses, give a com-
plex picture of demography and social and economic
characteristics of a country. The census data are very
specific and it is impossible to replace them by data
from other types of surveys.

The objectives of this project partially differ from the
objectives of other two projects mentioned above. This
presentation offers detailed results and other related
basic information concerning population and housing
censuses realised in Slovakia in years 1921, 1930, 1950,
1961, 1970, 1980, 1991 and 2001. The user obtains the
results in one place, in the unified form and in various
representation modes like tables, diagrams, maps and
their combinations. Detailed results of each census are
in separated web pages because territorial unit struc-
ture was changed in the time between every two census-
es and the structure of indicators was designed for each
census according to actual requirements. This presenta-
tion also provides the possibility to compare common
selected indicators in their historical context. The de-

sign allows an easy and trouble-free future expansion of
this website. More about this project is in Ê4Ë.

The data from the last three censuses (1980, 1991 and
2001) were computer processed already in the census
time. The creation of the three - dimensional data struc-
ture (time, territory and indicator), the conversion to
the unified data format and the storage of data into the
common database were accomplished in first project
realisation steps. In the case of older censuses (1921-
1971) the selected paper documents were used as data
sources. They were digitised and transformed into
HTML format.

The territorial navigation for the three latest censuses is
realised via the hierarchical tree of territorial units ac-
tual for each census. Figure 4 depicts the hierarchical
navigation tree of territories, list of available tables and
the selected table for the 1991 census. Territorial unit
navigation tree is the administration division of the
Slovak Republic effective during the 1991Census. The
difference to the MOÊ/MIS website is in the territorial
unit navigation tree as the administration division of
the Slovak Republic changed between years 1991 and
2001. The focus in this table is on individual values in
cells, so the grids are used. This table is bidirectionally
structured with two sets of subdivisions of categories. 

Figure 4: The territory navigation tree, list of tables and the selected table of results – 1991 census



This table presents quantitative values in intersection of
one regular and one hierarchical subdivision of cate-
gories and shows their relation to both subdivisions of
categories. When tables are long or total values are
more important than the detailed ones, total values are
placed at the top of a table so the user can read total
values without moving the vertical bar on the screen.

Besides the data from individual censuses, the presen-
tation offers time series of selected indicators in numer-

ical and diagram form. Some series start as early as in
1848.  An example of time series is shown the Figure 5
depicting the population development in years 1848 -
2001 in the area of Slovakia.

The population is presented in the bar graph. Grid lines
are used to make easier to perceive differences in the
lengths of bars. The Y-axis starts at zero value, what
means that bar length expresses nominal values.
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Figure 5: Population development in years 1848 – 2001

4. Conclusion

The MOÊ/MIS and the Urban Audit websites were al-
ready finished and only maintenance of web pages is as-
sumed. Both websites are placed on the website of the
Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic. The MOÊ/MIS
website is one of the most visited websites on the
Statistical Office web, what proves that the MOÊ/MIS
website is a useful source of the statistical information
concerning territorial units of the Slovak Republic. As
for the Censuses website, its first version is finished and
placed on the INFOSTAT website. In response to the
requests, changes in the Censuses website could be re-
alised. For example the enlargement of the amount of
presented data can be done by expanding the territorial

units to the municipality level, adding detailed biblio-
graphical part for individual censuses, expanding the
length and number of time series, transforming static
presentation system from older censuses (censuses till
1970) into dynamic form, adding the search engine
working across the website, retrieving and presenting
data from censuses older than 1921 census. The presen-
tation should also fully meet the W3C standards and the
above mentioned national regulation.

These three projects have specific and common points.
The common points are analysed to obtain as unified
presentation form and navigation as possible. The com-
mon points are analysed with regards to fuse descrip-
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tive metadata with metadata for search and navigation
into appropriate website design. These websites are
running at different web servers (Apache and MS IIS),
web pages (jsp, aspx and html) and database manage-
ment systems (Oracle, SQL Server). The particular so-
lution depends on the hardware and software infra-
structure of the respective web server manager - the
Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic or INFOS-
TAT, where the websites are operated. For end users it
is not important because the layout and navigation sys-
tem of these websites is as unified as possible and the
purpose and goals of the each project remain in un-
changed form. 

Projects mentioned above result in better information
of home and foreign community. Relevant websites
enable easier accessing the vide variety of statistic in-
dicators describing different territorial levels and time
periods. The MOÊ/MIS presents on his website only
current data and information. The Urban Audit web-
site presents data for both surveys. The Censuses web-
site presents data and information from almost one
century period starting with the 1921 and ending with
the 2001 census.
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